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Back to school for Rotten Ralph by Jack Gantos

Afraid of being left alone, Rotten Ralph, the nasty red cat, follows Sarah to school

1998. Afraid of being left alone, Rotten Ralph, the nasty red cat, follows Sarah to school and tries to prevent her from making new friends. Details · Full Record

Back to School for Rotten Ralph Facebook Back to School for Rotten Ralph - YouTube

Rotten Ralph pulls some pranks to make sure Sarah doesn't make any new friends at school. A wickedly funny adventure Back To School For Rotten Ralph Turtleback School & Library. Sarah's remarkably rotten feline friend attempts to keep her from starting school. Ultimately Sarah comes up with a devious plan that allows Ralph to come too. READ Back to School for Rotten Ralph - YouTube Crafts to help prepare children for school. Crafts for preschool and elementary children, and teens, back-to-school crafts and Back to School for Rotten Ralph. Rotten Ralph does everything he can think of to stop Sarah from making new friends.
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